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CHAPTER 16

Automatic Generation of a Legal
Expert System
Layman E. Allen and Charles Saxon

INTRODUCTION
The use of the AUTOPROLOG system to generate automatically a legal expert
system is described in this chapter. 1 The interpretation of a statutory or other
legal rule by one expert (or by the consensus of a group of experts) expressed
in normalized form is the only input needed by the AUTOPROLOG system
(which includes Turbo Prolog, the AUTOPRO program, and some data files) to
produce automatically a con1puter program that is an expert system for that legal
rule. The process for producing a legal expert system for Section 2 I 3.1 of the
Model Penal Code, which deals with rape and related offense , by using the
AUTOPROLOG system is described and the resulting legal expert system is
iI lustrated.
The expert system so produced draws inferences about a situation described
by a user and supplies explanations of the grounds for those inferences in terms
of the provisions of the statute. It also specifies some inferences that cannot be
drawn. The user's description of the situation to be analyzed is provided to the
program in the form of responses that the user gives to a series of questions that
are

constructed by the systern.

In illustrating how such an expert system is generated and used, the process
for producing a normalized version of Section 2 I 3. I of the Model Penal Code
is described first. An interpreter's analysis together with the NORMALIZER
program is then used to construct a normalized version of Section 213. 1 . That
normalized version is. tn tum used to construct
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as a
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input file to AUTOPROLOG

paper by Leshc A. Olsen of the Universit) of �11ch1gan College of

Engineering on behalf of Allen ancJ Saxon at the Seventeenth American Society for Information
Science Mid-Year Meeting. �fay 15-18. 1988.
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to produce a legal expert system on Section 213. I. Finally. the responses of I.hat
legal expert �ystem to 'everal situalions furnished hy a hypothetical user are
included to show how the system worls. In 1h1s ca��. the interpretation being
u ed •� that of David L. Chamben- of lhe Unave�1ty of Michigan Law School.
who originally suggested Section 213. J a� •• candidate to embody in a JegaJ
expert system.
The AUTOPROLOG system aULomatically generntcs expert systems from nor
malized legal rules. lt is the first system co generate aucomacically legal e�pen
systems in this way. and it may well be Lhc the fir�l '}'tcm to automutically gen
erate them in any way. The potential impact upon legal thought of such facility in
automatically constructing inference systems is bounded only by the current lack
of widespread understanding among legal schol� and practitioners in law of the
fruitful intercourse possible between computer technology and legal systems.

THE PROCESS OF NORMALIZING A LEGAL RULE

Obtaining the finaJ normalized vcr;ion of some <\latulory or other legal rule is a
three·step process. First, the analyst makes a preliminary analysis of the legal rule
to produce constituent sentences of Lhc normal11cd \icr.1on and an expression of
the logical relationships between those sentences. Second, the results of the pre
liminary analysis are used

as

input to the NORMAl IZER program to make a

NORMALIZER run and obtain a tentative set of outputs in the form of arrow dia
grams, outlines, and/or normalized versions. Finally. the analyst examines the re
sults of the NORMALIZER run to tletcrmmc their adequacy and makes repeated
analy!.c� and NORMALlZER runs until a safo�factory nom1alized vention is ob
tained. This three·step proces� is represented in figure 16. I .2

Preliminary Analysis

The analy!>l begins the preliminary analysis by marking the sentences of the
present version of Lhc legal rule to determine the marked version. which, in tum,
i\ used to determine the pre ent version structure (the set of worcb used to express
the logical �tructure that relates tho!ie sentences to each other). This is straight
forward. and Lhe results will tend Lo be highly umfom1. This beginning step and
the rest of the preliminary analy 1s are represented in figure 16.2.
The analyst then uses the marked version and the present version structure to
formulate quc�tions de.<iigned to detem1ine the most appropnate structuraJ inter
pretation of the legal rule. ln doing this the analyst must be thinking ahead to
the normalized version The process at this stage is clearly becoming more artful,
and the results produced by different anal)sts are likely LO be more diverse.
Next, the analyst uses those questions, along with the marked version and the
present version structure to determine the constituent !,entences of the normalized
version in the fom1 of a detailed marked version of the rule. Usually, this will
require modifying the marked version by adding and deleting some words and
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Figure 16.1
Brief Summary of Proc� of Normalizing a Legal Ruic
1.

> 2.

Prali.Jllinary Analyaia
0

v

NORMALIZER Run
0

v

3. Repeated Analyaia
0

4.

v

Final Normalized
Version

phrases. This modification needs to be done with exquisite care to assure that
inadvertent change in meaning does not occur.
At the next stage, some source of lcgaJ expertise is required. The person pur
suing this process migh1 be the analyst, using whatever sources are available, but
preferably it is a legal expert in the subject matter of the rule. The analyst, along
with the legal expert. uses the present version, the questions, and the detailed
marked version to determine the most appropriate answers to the questions.
Finally. the anaJyM uses these answers. along with the detailed marked version,
to determine the parenthesized logical expression and complete the preliminary
analysis. With the results of the preliminary analysis available (the detailed
marked version and the parenthesized logical expression), the analyst is ready
to make 1he NORMALIZER run with the NORMALlZER program to generate
the first tentative versions of arrow diagrams, outlines, and normalized versions
of the legal rule. Alternatively, the analyst can use these same results to generate
a legaJ expert system of that rule by using the AUTOPROLOG system.

The NORMALIZER Run
The production of arrow diagram!>, outlines, and normalized versions of the
legal rule from the detailed marked version and the parenthesized logical exprcs-
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Figure 16.2
Preliminary Analysis
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sion is done entirely automatically by lhe NORMALIZER program. This is
rcpre ented in figure 16 3. The analyst, and 1f possible the legal expert, can then
carefully examine the outputs to derennine what modifications are needed for
achieving a satisfactory final nonnalized version.

Repeated Analysis
If the normalized version is unsati�factory in some respect, either the detailed
marked version or the parenthesized logicaJ expression (or possibly both) will
need to be modified. The analyst then docs a somewhat richer version of the
preliminary analysis of step I, richer in the sense thal in determining the questions
to be asked, inputs to the prior NORMALIZER run, and the outputs obtained
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figure 16.3
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from that run, along with any modification made to the detailed marked version
or parcnthcs11cd logical expres ion. are considered in formulatmg the quesuons
for the legal knowledge source. These add1taons to the preliminary analysis are
rcpn!scntcd by the pair of feedback loop� to the detailed marked version and
questions in figure 16.4. where the entire process of repeated anaJysis is rep
rc5cntcd. This repeated analysis is done iteratively until a satisfactory final nor
mali:tcd vcr"ion is achieved.
A consolidated summary of the entire process of normalizing a legal ruJe is
represented in figure 16.5.

ORMALIZI

G SECTION 213.1 OF THE MODEL PENAL

ODE
The three-step pmccs!\ of normalizing a legal rule described above can be u ed

as a guide in normalizing Section 213. I of the Model Penal Code.

Preliminar} Anal)sis of ectioo 213.1
The �ntcnces in the present version of Section 213.1 of the Model Penal
Code arc indicated b} C\quare brnckets and labeled by letters to produce the
marked VCl"\ion and present version structure sho"'n in table 16.2.
Having the present version (table 16.1) and the marked version (table 16.2)
scructurc available. the analyst next turns to formulating questions about how
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Figure 16.4
Repeated Analysis
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the logicaJ structure is most appropriately interpreted. In doing so. he or she
must pay meticulous attention to both the natural language words that are used
in the marked version to express the content of the legal rule,

as

well

as

those

used to express the logical structure. The language used to express the between
sentcnce logical �tructure is emphasized in the present version structure, but it
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Figure 16.5
Summary of Process of Normalizing a Legal Rule
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is the marked version that must be examined for possible questions about within
sentencc logical structure.
The legal rule expressed by the present language of Section 213.1 consists of
a set of results, each of which are logically related to a set of conditions. Some
combination of its related et of conditions must be fulfilled before a given result
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Table 16.1

Section 213.1 of the Model Penal Code. Present Ver ion
{l) Rape. A male who has sexual intercourse with a female not hil
wife is guilty of rape if:
la) he compels her to submll by force or by threal or 1mnunent death.
senous bodily 1nJury, extreme pam or kidnapping, to be inflicted on
anyone; or

(b) he ha.a substantially impa.a.red her power to appr&JM or conuol
her conduct by adm1n1stenng or employing W'lthout her knowledge drugs,
intox.icants or other means for the purpose of preventmg resistance; or
(c) the female is unconscious: or
(d) the female 1s less than 10 ye:lrs old.
Rape 1S a felony of the second degree unless (i) in the course thereof
the act.Or inflicts serious bodily injury upon anyone. or (ii) the victim
was not a voluntary social companion of the actor upon the ocea.sion of the
cnme and had not previously permitted him sexual liberues, t.n which cases
the offense is a felony of the ftrst degree.

(2) Gross Sexual Imposition. A male who has sexual intercourse with a
female not his wife commits a felony of the third degree if:
(a) he compels her to submit by any threat that would prevent
resistance by a woman of ordinary resoluuon: or
(b) he knows that she suffers from a mental disease or defect wruch
renders her incapable of appraising the n:uure of her conduct; o r
(c) he knows that she is unaware that. a ::iexuaJ net is being committed
upon her or t.hat ahe submits because she mistakenly supposes that ha ii
her husband.

occurs by virtue of the legal rule. In most slatules the expression of the logica1
relationships among lhc various parts of the legal rule state is highly ambiguous.
Section 213. l is unu�ual in this regard. By our current reading, Section 213.1
contains only one struclural ambiguity.

NINE SOURCES OF STRUCTURAL AMBIGUITY

There are at least nine sources of structural ambiguity in the natural prose
used to express legal rules; thei:.c are summarized in table 16.3. There are four
sources of expressed and unexpressed grouping and other sLructural ambiguity
between sentences, four corresponding sources of expressed and unexpressed
grouping and other structural ambiguity within sentences, and a fifth source of
within-sentence structuraJ ambiguity resulting from grammatical structure.
The only que tion about the logical structure of Section 213. J involves the
second between-sentence type of structuraJ ambiguity-unexpressed relation
ships between one of the section's results and some of the conditions that can,
perhaps. be implied from the content of that result and those conditions. The
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Table 16.2
Section 213.1 of the Model Penal Code. Marked Version

( 1) Rape. (a: a maJe who has sexual tnterc:ourse with a female not his
wife is guilty of rape) 1f:
(a) (b: he compe� her to submit by force or by threat of imminent
death, serious bodily injury, extreme pa.in or k1dnappang, to be anllicted on

anyone}: or

(b) [c:: he has substantially impaired her power to appraise or control
her conduct by admtrusumng or employing without her knowledge drugs,
intoxicants or other means for lhe purpo� of prevent.mg resistance]; or
(c) [d: the female 1s unconscious]: or
Cd) [e: the female 1s less than 10 years old).
[f: rape is a felony of lhe second degree) unless (i) (g: in the course
thereof the actor mfUcts serious bodily tnJury upon anyone). or (ii) (h: the
victim was not a volunt.:ll'y social companion of the actor upon the occasion
of the crime and had not previously permitted him sexual liberties), in which
cases (i: the ofTense 1s a felony of the first degree].

(2) Gross Sexual Imposition. (j: a male who has sexual intercourse with a
female not ht.S wtfe commits a felony of the third degree) if:
(a) (le: he compels her to submit by any threat that would prevent
resistance by a woman or ordinary resolutaon]; or

(b)

(1:

he knows that she suffers from a mental disease or def�t wh.ich

renders her incapable of appra1�ing t.he nature of her conduct]; or
(c) [m: he knows Lhat she is unaware that a sexual act is being
committed upon her or that she submits because she mistakenly supposes that
he as her husband).

BETWEEN.SENTENCE LOGICAL STRUCTURE OF MARKED VERSION
(1) a if: (a) b; or (b) c: or (cl d: or (d) e. r unless (i) g, or (ii) h, in which ca.aea i.
(2) j

if: (a)

k; or (b) I: or (c) m.

question has to do with whether rape and gross sexual imposition are independent
crimes according to Section 213. I that can be committed by a male by virtue
of the same set of acts. There is nothing explicitly stated in Section 213.1 that
requires nonfulfillmenl of the conditions requisite for rape before a male can be
heJd guilty of committing gross sexual imposition, but it certainly is imaginable
that it is more appropriate to so interpret Section 213.1. The argument for treating
gross sexual imposition and rape as mutually exclusive is that the very same
section does exactly that for two other crime dealt with in the section. Rape of
the first degree is clearly and explicitly made mutually exclusive from rape of
the second degree So why should gross sexual imposition be regarded as ap
propriate to treat differently? The answer 1s that Section 213. I explicitly provides
for rape- I and rapc-2 to be treated as mutuaJly exclusive, and nothin g is said
about making gross sexual imposition mutually exclusive from rape.
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Table 16.3
ine Sources of Structural AmbiguJty
---- ·---NIN£ SOUACES Of ST AUCTUAAL AMBIGUITY
- - - ------------- ------------ - -- ---- -- -- --------------- -- - ---- -----------------

------------------------ ---------------------------------------------

BETWEEN-SENTENCE STAUCTUAAL AM8JCUJTYIW1THJN•SENTENCE STRUCTURAL AM81GUlTYf

----

-- ----------- - --- - ---------- --------------- --------- -- - ------------ - ------

2 unexpressed Structural

Aelat1onsn1os
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u11pt1ea troe content of tnose
result• and cono1t1ons

out

3 Unexpressea Grouping Ae1at1onsn1pt
among condtt1ons or among results

4 Expressea Group1ng Relat1onsh1ps
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punctuation (or poss1oly Dy
1naentat1on) that are In conflict
with relat 1 on s h1ps lfllPl tea frOftl the

Unexore•••a Structural

Aelat1onah1ps

O•tween parts or sentences. C>ut
tiaol tea troN content of ttiose oerts
ano tne1r surrounotng text
Unexpreasea

Grouo1ng
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of sentences

Relattonsn1pa

Exoresaea Qrouo1ng Re1at1onantpa

aNOng parts
punctuation

of aentencea Dy
(or poaa1b1y oy

1noentat1on) tnat are tn �onfltct
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content of ttioae eond1tiona or

content of

results

aurrouno1ng text

parts

encl

their

Gralll'l'at1cal Structure

----------------

----------------------- --------- -- -------- -------- ---------- --

Although only these two alternative interpretations of Section 213. l are being
considered here for purposes of showing how normalizing the different structural
interpretations of a legal rule is related to the automatic generation of a legal
expert system for that rule. there arc frequently many more interpretations from
ambiguities that arise from eKpressed and unexpre�sed structural relationships. 3
Having the first tentative version of the questions fonnulated, the analyst is
ready to consider what changes, if any. are appropriate to make in the marked
version (table 16.2) to obtain the detailed marked verc;ion (table 16.4) that will
indicate the constituent sentences of the normalized version. Additions to the
marked version will be indicated by enclosing Lhe added parts in corner brackets
( < > ). Deletions will be indicated by enclosing the deleted parts in curly braces

{ }.

Changes in capitalization will be made without indicating lhe added and

deleted letters. The changes made to obtain the detailed marked version were:

(I) to simplify some sentences; (2) to export some conditions out of sentences
thal express results� and (3) to achieve grammatical correctness and clear ref
erences in the resulting normalized version.
The completion of the detailed marked version (table 16.4) provides the analyst
with the first part of the input needed to make a NORMALIZER run. To get
the second part of the input needed (the parenthesized logical expression) the
analyst must get an answer to the question about how it is most appropriate to
interpret the logical structure of Section 2 J 3. I . The answers to any questions
asked about the logical structure of a legal rule should reflect the best legal
expertise that is available to the analyst. Along with the detailed marked version.
these answers will determine the parenthe ized logical expression that produces
the most appropriate structural interpretation. When the analyst sees the output
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Table 16.4
Section 213.1 of the Model Penal Code, Detailed Marked Version

(1) Rape. [al: a male {who} hat sexual intercourse with a female not bit
wife] (a2: <he> is guilty or rape] if:
(a) (b. he compels her t0 submit by force or by threat. of immjnent
death. serious bodily an1ury. extreme pain or kidnapping, to be uulict.ed on
anyone}; or
(b) [ c . he has substanually 1mpa1red her power to appraise or conuoJ
her conduct. by admm1stenng or employing w1t.hou" her knowledge drugs,
intoxicants or other means for the purpos@ of prevenung resis tance ]: or
(c) (d: the female LS unco�1ous); or
(d) (e: 1.he female is less than 10 years old].
(fl: <t.he> rape 1s a felony of the second degrff) unless (i)

(g: in the course there<>f the actor innicts serious bodily injury upon anyone],
or (il) [h 1: the victim was not a voluntary social companion of the actor
upon the occasion of the cnme) and (h2: <Lhe vicum> bad not. previously
penrutted hun sexual liberties}, m which cans [il: the {offense}<rape> is a
felony of the first degree).
(2) Gross Sexual Imposition. (jl: a male {who} has sexual intercourse with a
female not his wtf e) U2: <he> commits <gross sexual imposition>] U3: <the
ofTense is> a felony of the third degree] tf:
(a) Ck: be compels her to submit by any threat that would prevent
resistance by a woman of ordinary resolut1on]; or
(b) (l: he knows that she sufT1rs from a ment&l disease or defect which
renders her incapable of appraisui1 the nature of her conduct); or
(c) (ml: he knows that she i.s unaware that. a aexuaJ act i.s beillC'
committed upon her] or (m2: <he knows> th3t she submit.a because she
mistakenly supposes thu he is her husband).

from the first NORMALIZER run. it may become apparent that there are some
other changes that need to be made in the detailed marked version.
There are only five defined between-sentence terms used to express logical
structure in the clear normal izcd form in which interpretations of Section 213. l
wi11 be expressed here. Those terms are:
AND. OR, NOT. IF.. THEN, and BUT OTHERWISE

The symbols used to express these defined terms in the parenthesized logical
expression are. respectively:
& , I.

-•

>,

and BO

Each of the expressions below. x and y. is a parenthesized logical expression
for one of the two structural interpretations of Section 213. I. In the input file
to the NORMALIZER program. the detailed marked version appears in a section
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labeled DATA. and the parenthesized logical expressions appear in a section
labeled FORM.
FORM

x

=

y

=

a 1 > (blcldle > (a2&(gl(h l &h2) > i 1 BOf l))
BO (-a2&(klllmllm2 > j2&j3BO-j2))) BO-a2&-j2
a L > (blcldle > (a2&(gl(h l &h2) > i I BOfl))
BO-a2)&(klllml lrn2 > j2&j3BO-j2) BO-a2&-j2

In the FORM section the analyst wm also specify which of the various kinds
of output of these interpretations are desired:
the ARROW command for arrow diagrams
the OUTLINE command for outlines
the NORM command for normalized versions

and a filename.ext where these outputs are to be stored. The set of commands
below specify:(l) that the arrow diagrams, outlines, and normalizations for each
of the two interpretations are to be displayed on the screen; and (2) that each of
these six outputs

are

to be stored in the file 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'.

ARROW x
ARROW y
OUTLINE x
OUTLCNE y
NORMx
NORMy
ARROW x 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'
OUTLlNE x 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'
NORM x 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'
ARROW y 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'
OUTLINE y 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'
NORMy 'RAPE-CLR.ANV'

This completes the preliminary analysis, and the analyst is ready to make the
first NORMALIZER run.

NORMALIZER Run of Section 213.1

With the detailed marked version (table 16.4) in the DATA section and the
parenthesized logicaJ expressions and output commands in the FORM section
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Figure 16.6
Clear Outline of Interpretation X
[F
1. al,
THEN
2. IF

A) b, OR
B) c. OR
C) d, OR
0) e,
THEN

E. a2, AND
F. IF
l) g, OR
2) A. hl, AND
B. b2,
THEN

3. il,
BUT OTHERWISE,
•.n.
BUT OTHERWlSE.
G. IT IS NOT SO THAT
a2, AND
H. I'F'
ll k, OR
2) l, OR
3l ml, OR
4) m2,
THEN

5. j2, AND
6.j3,

BUT OTHERWlSE.
7. IT IS NOT SO THAT
J2.

BUT OTHERWlSE.
3. IT I S NOT SO THAT
4.

of the file used

a�

a2, AND
IT IS NOT SO THAT
J2.

input to the NORMALIZER program. the outlines, arrow

diagrams, and nonnaJized versions illustrated in figures 16.6 through 16.11 are
produced and stored in the file RAPE-LIB.ANY.
With these output

from the first NORMALIZER run available for careful

examination, the analyst is ready for the third step: repeated analysis.

Repeated Analysis of Section 213.1
At this stage the analyst would also have available both mnemonic arrow
diagrams like the one for interpretation Y in figures 16.12 and 16.13 (which
would have been generated by a process similar to the one exemplified above.
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Figure 16.7

E[f [

Clear Arrow Diagram of Interpretation X
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0

>

e

a2
>

> i1
--.--c h-l-g'T-h-2-:J�-o
L-> fl
j2
C jJ
Nj 2

>

Na2
L Nj2

except that the analyst would substitute mnemonic abbreviations for the short
letter names in the detailed marked version and the parcnchcsized logical expres
sion). For legal rules with many alternative structural interpretations, mnemonic
arrow diagrams are the most convenient form in which to represent such inter
pretations for purposes of examining them and carefully comparing them with
each other. It is not uncommon for some legal ruJes to have thirty-six, forty
eight, or sometimes even hundreds of different structural interpretations.
The analyst should carefully examine the mnemonic arrow diagrams. which
include an indication of lhe substantive content of the alternative interpretations,
to be sure that the content and logical structure of each of these interprecations
is not unreasonable. This can more easily be done from the mnemonic arrow
diagrams that include content than from the short arrow diagrams that express
only the bare logicaJ structure. The short arro"' diagrams arc more handy to use
when the analyst is interested only. for example, in matters of logical structure,
in exploring the logical equivalence of two interpretations, or in transforming
one interpretation imo a logically equivalent but perhaps simpler one. But an
analyst mu t be careful to supplement using short arrow diagrams for purposes
of such logical analysis with a careful examination of the full set of mnemonic
arrow diagrams to see if any of these are identical with each other. Some such
identities show up in the mnemonic arrow diagrams that are not so easily detected
in the short arrow diagrams.
The detaiJed marked versions with mnemonic names for the sentences. which
are used to produce the mnemonic arrow diagrams. are also more appropriate
than detailed marked versions with short letter names as input for the AUTO
PROLOG system that produces expert systems.
Careful analysis of the arrow diagrams may also reveaJ some equivalencies
among the interpretations. In the case of these alternative interpret.ations of

Figure 16.8
Clear

ormaJized Version of Interpretation X
IF

l. a m3le h3S sexual Intercourse with a (em ale nol his wife,

THEN

2. ff

Al he comp�ls her co submit by force or by threat of imminent
death, senous bodily mJury. ut.reme p:un or kidnapping,

to be mfficted on anyone. OR
8) he has subs�t1ally impa1re-d her power to appraise or
control her conduct by adman1stenn1 or employin1 without
her knowledge drugs, incoxicants or other means for the
purpose of prevenung res1nance. OR

C) the female 1s unconscious. OR
0) the femaJe lS less tha n 10 years old,
THEN
E. he 1s ru1lty of rape. AND
F. IF

1) in the course thereof the actor 1nnicu serious bodily
inJury upon anyone, OR

2) A.

the vicum was not a volunL&ry soetal companion of

the actor upon the occasion of the cnme. AND
B. the v1cum had not prevtously pummed him sexual
liberues.

THEN

3. the rape lS a felony of the first degree.

BUT OTHERWlSE.

4. the rape 1s a felony of the second deane,

BUT OTHERWISE.
G. IT rs NOT so THAT
he 1s gu1ltv of rape, AND

H. lF
1) he compels her to submit by any threat. that would
prevent resistance by a woman of ordinary resolution, OR

2) he knows that she sutlers trom a ment&J <11aeue or
defecl wtuch renders her incapable of appra.iaine the
nature of her conduct. OR

3) he knows that she 1s unaware th:H a sexual act is being
commm.ed upon her. OR

4) he ltnows that she subm1c.s becaus. she mistakenly
supposes that be is her husband.

THEN

5. he comm1u gross sexual imposition, AND
6. the offense i.s a felony of the third degree.
BUT OTHERWISE,
7. IT IS NOT SO THAT

he

commttS gross sexual imposauon.

BUT OTHERWlSE.
3. IT IS NOT SO THAT

he 1s suilty of rape, AND
4. IT TS NOT SO THAT
he commit.a iross sexual impos1t1on.
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Figure 16.9
Clear Outline of Interpretation Y
[F
1. al.
THEN
2. IF
A) b, OR
8) c, OR
C) d, OR
O)e,

THEN
E. a2,AND
F. IF
1) g, OR
2) A. hl, AND
B. b2,
THEN
3. il.
BUT OTH.ERWlSE.
4. fl,
BUT OTHERWISE.
G. IT IS NOT SO THAT
a2, AND
3. [F
A) k, OR
B) I, OR
C) ml, OR
0) m2,
THEN
E. J2, AND
F. j3.
BUT OTHER\v1SE.
G. IT IS :"40T SO THAT
)2.
BUT OTHERWlSE.
4. IT IS NOT SO THAT
a2. ANO
5. lT IS NOT SO THAT
j2.

Section 2 1 3 . l, it is clear that the two short arrow diagrams are different from
each other.
The analyst should also carefully examine one or more of the nom1alized
versions to detect awkward or otherwise inappropriate wording that needs to be
changed by modifying the parts of the detailed marked version, which specifies
the constituent sentences of the nonnaJizcd version.
In continuing the repeated analysis the analyst may be led by the arrow

diagram, outline. or normalized version outputs of the first NORMALIZER run
to make changes in the questions asked because of changes that have been made
in Lhe detailed marked version. These changes in the questions, in tum, might
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Figure 16.JO
Clear Arrow Diagram of Interpretation Y

>-al-->
0

�>
t=j I

> l=

[

a2
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>v-.--� 9'1--_J
Lb1-h2
o
L.> fl

> Na2

>

Na2
L Nj2

lead to changes in the answers given, and they. in turn, might lead to changes
in the parenthesized logical expression. In this particular case, the outputs for
Section 213. 1 do not suggest any changes that need to be made to clean up any
awkward wording, imprecise references, or grammatical flaws.
After it has been cleared up, analysts should always submit the interpretation
that is determined by an expert's pattern of answers to the series of questions
formulated back to the expert to doublecheck whether that interpretation is,
indeed, that expert's choice as the most appropriate interpretation. In this case,
the recheck with the expert, David Chambers, made it clear that he regarded
interpretation Y as the most appropriate for Section 213. l.
Ordinarily there will need to be multiple NORMALIZER runs to clean up the
initial interpretation and to complete the doublecheck with the expert. However,
in the case of Section 213. I there is no need for further NORMALIZER runs
because there docs not appear to be any need for clean up and the logical structure
of Section 213. l is relatively unambiguous so that the expert's ultimate choice
coincides with the interpretation determined by his or her answer to the only
question asked about the logical structure.

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF LEGAL EXPERT SYSTEMS
At present only one of the alternative structuraJ interpretations of Section
213. l can be embodied in the legal expert system to be created by the AU
TOPROLOG system. After viewing all of the mnemonic arrow diagrams of the
provision being interpreted in consultation with the expert whose opinion is being
represented, the appropriate interpretation for embodiment in the legal expert
system is selected. In this case. Chambers indicated interpretation Y
selection.

as

his

Figure 16. ll
Clear Normalized Version of Interpretation Y
IF
l. a male h:is sexu:i.l inle!'"course with a female not his wife,
THEN
2. lF
A) he compels her to submit by force or by threat of imminent
death. senous bodily tnJury, extreme p2in or kidnapping,
to be inflicted on anyone, OR

Bl he has substantially impaired her powu to appraise or
control her conduct by admmastenng or employing without
her knowledge drugs. 1nt0x1c3nt.1 or other means for the
purpose of preventing resistance. OR
C) the female 1s uncon�c1ous, OR
0) the female 1s Less than 10 yean old.
THEN
E. he 1s guilty of rape, AND
F. IF
1) in the course thereof the act.or inflict.a serious bodily
injury upon anyone, OR
2) A. the victim wu not a voluntary social comparuon of
the actor upon the occasion of the crune, AND
B. the VICtJm had not prev1ously penn1tted rum sexual
liberties,

THEN
3. t.he rape 1s a felony of the first. degree.
BUT OTHERWISE,
4. the raoe IS a felony of th e second degree.
BUT OTHERWISE,
G. IT lS NOT SO THAT
he IS gw)ty of rape, ANO
3. CF
A) he compels her to submit by any threat that would prevent
resist.a.nee by a woman of ordinary resolution. OR
8) he knows that she sufTers from a ment.a.1 dlseue or defect
which renders her incapable of appraising the nature of her
conduct, OR

C) he knows that she 1s unaware that a sexual act is being
co mrrutted upon her, OR
0) he knows that she submits because she mistakenly supposes
that he is her husband,
THEN
i
gross sexual impostt.aon. A.�0
E. he commu
F. the offense 1s a felony of the third deptt.
BUT OTHERWlSE.
G. IT IS NOT SO THAT
he commits gross sexual impos1t1on.

BUT OTHERWISE.
4. IT IS NOT SO THAT
he 1s guilty of r:ipe. AND
S. IT IS NOT SO THAT
h e commits gross sexual 1mposauon.
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Figure 16.12
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Clear Mnemonic Arrow Diagram of loterpretation Y
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Fi.gure 16.13
Clear Mnemonic Outline of Interpretation Y
IF
1. has intercourse.
THEN2. IF
A) compels by force. OR
B) impaired p
c);er. OR
C) is unconscious. OR
0) is- less than 10,
THEN
E. guilty of rape. AND
F. IF
l) inflicts injury, OR
2) A. IT IS NOT SO THAT
-

vlntry companion. AND
B. IT IS NOT SO THAT
previous_sex.

THEN
3. degree 1 felony,
BUT OTHERWISE,
4 . degree2 felony,
BUT OTHERWISE.
G. IT tS NOT SO THAT
guilty_of_rape, AND
3. IF
A) compel by threat, OR
B> mental-disease, OR
C) she I!.- unaware, OR
0) supposes-husband,
THEN
E. sexualimposition. AND
F. degree3_felony,
BUT OTHERWISE,
G. IT rs NOT so THAT
sexualimpos1uon,

BUT OTHERWISE,
4. IT IS NOT SO THAT
guilty of rape, AND
s. IT IS NOTSO THAT
sexualirnposition.

AUTOPROLOG on Normalized Version of Section 213.J

To generate the legal expert system for Section 2 1 3 . l an input file to the
AUTOPROLOG system must be constructed. This file will consist of three parts:
( I ) the title; (2) the logical structure of interpretation Y of Section 2 1 3 . l that
was specified to construct the mnemonic arrow diagram of that interpretation;
and (3) the constituent sentences of the normalized version of Section 2 1 3. l that
were specified in its detailed marked version (possibJy with some changes to
make references of pronouns more clear when appearing in isolated questions).

Automatic Generation
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Figure 16.14
Model Penal Code Section 213. 1, Rape and Related Offenses
>

intercourse
Tcompels_by_force I Lmpaired_power I is_unconscious I s_lesa_than_lO
i

has
>

(guilty
>

of

rape &

(innlcts_inJury I (-

degree!

felony

vlntry_companion & - previous_sex)

BO degree2- felony))
BO - guilty of rape) &
>

<compel_by_threat I mental_disease I she_is_unaware I supposes_husband
sexua.limpo&1uon & deirree3-felony

BO - suualimpos1uonJ
BO ( - suilty_of_rape & - sexl.lalimpos1con)

This input file. which is called SEC2 1 3-3.JNP here, is reproduced in figures
1 6 . 1 4 and 1 6 . 1 5 .
The analyst can then use SEC2 I 3-3. INP as an input file to the AUTOPROLOG
program. which will produce a� output a Turbo Prolog program in a file that is
entitled SEC2 1 3-3.PRO. When this program is compiled with Turbo Prolog
2.0, a legal expert system is generated in a file caJled SEC2 1 3-3.EXE. Anybody
who wishes to consult this legal expert system can issue the command SEC2 1 33 to run the program.

Sample Consultations with SEC213-3
The legal expert system for interpretation Y of Section 2 1 3 . I of the Model
Penal Code has been produced automatically a s described above. When a user
consults it, the command SEC2 I 3-3 generates questions to which the user re
sponds to describe the situation that he or she is seeking advice about. These
questions arc based on the constituent sentences of the nonnalized version of
interpretation Y of Section 2 1 3 . I . Each of these questions at present must be
answered "yes , ' ; .. no," or "unknown . " As soon as the user has provided
enough infonnation about the situation for SEC2 I 3-3 to draw an inference, the
system will do so and notify the user as the interrogation proceeds. When the
user has provided all of the infonnation from which inferences can be drawn by
SEC2 1 3-3. it will tenninatc the interview and provide a �ummary of the situation
described by the user's responses to the questions asked. SEC2 1 3-3 will also
provide a

ummary of all of the inference� that can be drawn i n the situation

described and the reasons why such inferences can be drawn. In addition,
SEC2 1 3-3 will indicate which of the possible results of the application of Section
2 J 3 . 1 cannot be inferred in the situation described. This process can be repeated
as often as the user wishes to lest various hypothetical variations of the situation
being analyzed. An audit trail of each of the runs of SEC2 J 3-3 is recorded in
a file called SEC2 1 3-3.TRA. Three runs of SEC21 3-3 are presented in figure
I 6 . 16. The first two runs are done completely, and the third one is abbreviated.
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Figure 16.15

Section 213. 1 Detailed Marked Version
(1) Rape. [has intercourse: a male {who} has sexual intercourse with a
female not hi.s wifeJlgwl ty of rape: <he> 1s guilty of rape] if:
(a) (compels by force: he compels her t0 subnut by force or by threat
of imminent death, seriousbod1ly injury, extreme pam or k1dnapptng, to be
inflicted on anyone): or
(b) [unpaired power: he has substanually impaired he:r power co
appraise or control he-;-conduct by administering or employing without. hu
knowledge drugs. intoXJcantS or other means for the purpose of preventing
resistance]; or
(c) (is unconscious: the female is unconscious); or
(d) [is_less_tha.n_lO: the female is less than 10 years old].
[degree2_felony: < the> rape i.a

a

felony of the second desreel unJeu

(i) [inllict.s injury: in the course thereof the act0r

tnfl1cts senoua
bodily injury upon anyone) , or (ii) (vlntry comparuon: the victun was a
voluntary social companion of the actor upon the octasion of the crime] and
(previous sex: < the victim> had previously permitted him sexual liberties}.
in which cases [degreel_felony: the (ofTense} < rape> is a felony of the first
degree].
(2) Gross Sexual Imposition. (j 1: a male {who} has sexual intercourse with
a fe male not. his wife] (sexuaJimposit.ion: <he> commits < gross sexual impositio n > )
[degree3 felony: < the offense i s > a felony of the third degree] if:
(a) [compel_by_threat: he compels her to submit by any threat that.
would prevent. resist.a.nee by a woman of orclinary resolution); or
(b) [mental disease: he knows that she suffers from a ment.al disease
or defect which renders her mcapable of appraising the nature of her
conduct.]; or
(c) [she 1s unaware: he knows t.hat she s
i unaware that a sexual act. is
being comrruued�poo her} or [supposes husband: <he knows> that 1 he 1ubmits
because she mistakenly supposes that he is her husband].

EXPERT SYSTEMS GENERATED FROM STRUCTURAL
INTERPRETATIONS OF LEGAL RULES

This legal expert system was produced by the AUTOPROLOG program de
veloped by Layman E. AJJen and Charles S. Saxon with the aid of a research
grant from the National Center for Automated Information Research (NCAIR).
The AUTOPRO system has been developed to demonstrate the potential of expert
systems as a toot to assist law teachers and other legal professionals. It is
important that users of expert systems produced by AUTOPRO understand that
the legal expertise they contain has been furnished by the legal experts who
developed those systems. It is the intention of the authors of AUTOPRO that it
be used only by qualified legal experts to produce legal expert systems embodying
their expertise and that the systems they produce be used only by law students,
anomeys, and other appropriately qualified persons. No report, reasons, or con
clusions produced by AUTOPRO-generated expert systems should be relied upon

Figure 16. 16
Model Penal Code Section 213.1, Rape and Related Offenses: Three Runs
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Figure 16.16 (continued)
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Figure 16.16 (continued)
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by any users as authoritauve without consulling an allomcy competent to evaluate
the legaJ effects of the information furnished.
La\'. "chool faculty members who are cooperating in lhe making of these legal
expert systems are being compensated for their effort5 only by paymentl\ directly
from individual users. Each individual lawyer who wishes to use this legal expert
system is entitled to lifetime use of it by payment of $ I 00 to the law teacher
whose expertise is represented in the interpretation presented here. Participating
teachers are providing their services on the faith that lawyers who use the legal
expert systems will feel honorbound to forward the modest fee requeMed. Pay
ments

are

to be senc to the addre5s of the interpreter listed in note 1.
Legal expert systems like SEC2 l 3-3, generated automatically from normaJized

interpretations of legal rules. permit users to see the effects of application of
those interpretations to actual and hypothetical situations. This capability is likely
to be fruitful in a variety of settings throughout the legal process. We as de
velopers of the system intend to explore m some detai I its potentiaHties for
improving the original drafting of statuces and other legal rules.
FUTURE EXTENSIONS OF THE AUTOPROLOG SYSTEM

In its present fonn AUTOPROLOG automatically generates a legal expert
system for only a single rule. For practical use, this will need to be generalized
for use with sets of rules that are inlerrelated with each other. AUTOPROLOG
will need to be generalized in a way that facilitates the incremental development
of sets of rules io both breadth and depth.
The current version of AUTOPROLOG generates an expert system that is
only one level deep; there are no interpretations of either the content or the
structure of the conditions or results of the rule that defines the expert system.
The only responses lhat a user can give to the questions asked by the system
now are "yes.'' . . 007" and "unknown." There is currently no assistance pro
vided by the expert system LO help the user detennine the appropriate response
for the problem being analyzed. The weaJth of expert advise available in most
areas

of law needs to be made available in depth m a way that does not overwhelm
the user-in a way that enables the user to obtain all (but only) the assistance
needed.
Future versions of AUTOPROLOG under development will aim to generalize
the system to handle sets of interrelated rules, provide assistance to a user to
help determine the appropnate response to a question. and enable users to describe
the various aspects of the situation in probabil istic terms. When they can allow
probabilistic input, the legal expert systems automatically generated by the AU
TOPROLOG system will provide inferences in probabilistic terms.
NOTES
1 . The

research and developmem of lhc AUTOPROLOG system bas been supported
in part by a grant from the National Center for Automated Information RetrievaJ (NCAJR).

Automatic Generation
Copies of the suftware

are
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available to legal expert system developers for the cost of

reproducing, packaging. and shipping by �riting to the uulhon. of this chapler at lhe
University of Michigan Law School . Ann Arbor. Ml

48109- 1 2 15.

2. For a more derailed account of the process of nonnaJi1.ation and t he features of the
NORMALIZER program,

see

Layman E. Allen and Charles S . Saxon. ''Compu1er Aided

NonnaJizing and Unpacking: Some Interesting Machine-Processable Transformations of
Legal Rules . " in Charles Waller (ed.), Computing Poi1·u and ugal Reasoning (St. Paul,

1985).
3. Sec Layman E. Allen and Charles S. SaJton. "One u� of Computerized lnstruc

MN'. West Publishing Company .

uonaJ Gaming in Lcgar Educauon: To Beuer Understand the Rich Logical Structure of
LegaJ Rules and Improve Legal Writing," Univttrs1n· ofMichigan Jounw/ ofLaw Reform

8(1985): 386, 390-396.

